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MINUTES

Prof Vassilis Moustakis, professor at Technical university of crete and TEMpUS sIGMUS project, has visitedstudent Alliance of Belgrade in order to become familiar with this student organisation and to discuss aboutparticular problems that we are incounting during the project rearisation.
This visit was mainly in the frame of the activities that are integral part of the sAB work package (wp3), 3.1.(Detailed planning of capacity building of the student ,"pr"r"ni.tive bodies). tn addition, considering
3'2'(Training for trainers in issues related to Bologna action lines at EU partner universities), discussion led topreparing the basis for this activity' Namely, sAB near future activity is to prepare the guidelines for studentrepresentatives, so exchanging the experiences is the most important for this activity.
Meeting was attended by:

1. Prof Vassilis Moustakis

2. Kristina Davidovic, contact person for SIGMUS of SAB
3. Maja Radovanovic, president of SAB

4. Ranko Stojanovic, chiefsecretary ofSAB

5. Stojan Loncarevic, member of the executive board SAB

During the meeting prof Moustakis introduced his institution and the attendants discussed for an hour aboutcurrent situation in student organizing in Greece. Prof Moustakis outlined all the problems that are studentencountered to and explained why it's impossible to sorve them.
Kristina and Maja presented sAB to prof Vassilis and explained current situation in student organizing inserbia' In addition, sAB presented future activities in wP3. since the key activity is to provide competentstudent representatives, attendants agreed that sAB activists need to exchange the experiences with partnercountries, so that SAB could achieve all the needs of the project in the best possible way.
Visit was very successful, productive and important as it contributes to the further work on the project, as wellas for designing and planning of the future activities within the workpackages L to 5.
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